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Abstract--If surface tension at the alveolar walls is independent or very little dependent 
on alveolar surface area, then a form of instability known as the atelectasis may occur. 
It is characterized by a particular form of a nonhomogeneous deformation xvhere dif- 
ferent phases of expansion coexist at equilibrium. From the appearance of a typical 
pressure-volume curve obtained from recent models, stability of uniformly expanded 
lungs is analyzed for the case when the surface tension is constant. Two methods are 
employed in the analysis: an inspection of the pressure-volume curve and an energy 
model. Both methods yield the conclusion that the lung expands uniformly over the 
configurations which are stable with respect o all disturbances and that the lung is 
neutrally stable during the mixture of phases. 
INTRODUCTION 
It has been observed that in some pathological cases portions of the lung are overexpanded 
while the rest of the lung is underexpanded. This type of inhomogeneity is refered to as 
atelectasis, and it represents a form of lung instability. Fung[l,  2] and Wilson[3] ascribe 
such instability to the structural network of lung parenchyma. Lung parenchyma is pic- 
tured as a collection of a large number of alveoli, roughly polyhedral sacks, which form 
a foam-like structure. On the faces of the aleveolar walls there exists a liquid lining of a 
surfactant which in contact with air provides an interfacial surface tension "t. Each alveolus 
is connected to the atmosphere via alveolar ducts, which are a continuation of the lung 
airway system. Within the parenchymal tissue, there are networks of protein fibers. They. 
together with the interfacial tension, are assumed to be the principal force bearing elements 
of parenchyma. The sum of all tissue forces and surface forces transmitted across a plane 
through the parenchyma per unit area of the plane is called the recoil stress. In uniformly 
expanded lungs, the recoil stress is equal to the pressure difference across lung's surface. 
During uniform expansion, volume densities of the tissue fibers and of the alveolar surface 
area decrease. Thus the recoil stress would also decrease unless there is a dependence 
of tissue forces and a dependence of surface tension on lung volume to offset this effect. 
If such dependence does not exist, portions of the lung, or the entire tung. would tend to 
collapse in order to reduce the spacing between the force bearing elements. Experimental 
tests show that the rates of increase of surface tension with surface area and tensile forces 
in the fibers with length are fast enough to provide an increasing recoil stress in the lung. 
However,  when surface tension stays almost constant during lung expansion, atelectasis 
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may occur. Several authors reached that conclusion from experimental measurefiaents o'r 
by different heoretical analyses. Clements et al.[4] observed that atelectasis occurred in 
the lungs of prematurely born infants. The,,' measured surface tension of the surfactant 
of such lungs and found that it was almost independent ofsurface area. They also produced 
an artificial atelectasis by replacing the natural suffactant in the rat lung by a fluid with 
a constant air-liquid surface tension. Similar experiments were done by Smith and Sta- 
menovic[5] on rabbit lungs. They found that if the surface tension is greater than 16 dyn/ 
era, nonhomogeneous deformations occur at low lung volumes. Fung[l] formulated a
strailz-energyfltnction for lung parenchyma from a microstructural model. By minimizing 
the total potential energy, he concluded that constant surface tension would make uni- 
formly expanded lung unstable. Wilson[3] used a positiveness of the bulk modulus of 
parenchyma asa criterion for stability. From his analysis, aset of the recoil stress-volume 
curves for uniform expansion, better known as the pressto'e-rolttme cttrves (PV), for 
different constant values of surface tension is obtained. Along the portions where the PV- 
curves have negative slope, the bulk modulus is negative, and hence the lung is unstable. 
This approach is used to analyse lung stability from the set of the PV-curves obtained 
from a microstructural model of Wilson and Bachofen[6]. It is found that there is a critical 
value of surface tension "/~r for which the slope of the PV-curve is zero. For all constant 
values of surface tension greater than -,/~r. portions of the PV-curves have a negative slope. 
and the lung is unstable. This conclusion is consistent with the observations of inhomo- 
geneous deformations. 
The criteria for stability used by Fung and Wilson are essentially the same. Positiveness 
of the bulk modulus implies positive definiteness of the strain-energy function during 
infinitesimal uniform expansion, which is a sufficient condition for the minimum of the 
total potential energy and the stability with respect o small disturbances. This criterion 
for stability is known as the pobmt'ise stability criterion. 
In this paper, the atelectasis  viewed as a coexistence ofdifferent phases of expansion, 
and lung stability is studied for disturbances from the equilibrium configuration that are 
not necessarily small. Two approaches are employed in analyzing stability for the case 
when surface tension at the alveolar walls is constant and greater than ~,~:~: inspection of 
the typical PV-curve and the corresponding graph of the strain-energy function, and an 
energy model of atelectatic lungs. Both methods yield the same conclusion about lung 
stability. 
LUNG DEFORMATION AND CONSTITUTIVE EQUATION 
It is customary to regard lung parenchyma as an isotropic elastic solid. Let Vo and V 
be lung volumes at the reference and expanded states, respectively. If the lung expands 
uniformly, the volume stretch J, defined as the ratio of deformed to the reference volume 
of a volume element, is homogeneous over Vo and hence, from the equation 
]~ J (V)  dz', (1) 
it follows that V = VoJ. 
In most physiological measurements of the PV-curves, lung volume is controlled. The 
loading device is therefore a hard device and the total potential energy is defined as 
U --= f~,,, W(J) d;,, (2) 
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Fig. 1. PV-curve for uniformly expanded lung ~ith constant -y > Y~r- 
such that Eq. (1) holds, and V and V¢~ are prescribed. W(J) is a strain-energy function 
defined over a finite domain (I, J ...... ). The recoil stress is defined by 
P ==- dW(J ) /d J .  (3t 
Equation (3) is a constitutive equation for uniform expansion of the lung and will be 
prescribed. 
From experimental data and the assumption on isotropy, the general form of the con- 
stitutive quation for uniform expansion of the lung is given in terms of volume and surface 
tension: 
P = f(V. "¢). (41 
For the case where y is constant and greater than y~r, a typical PV-curve is given in Fig. 
1. The curve is a graphical representation of the constitutive quations obtained from a 
microstructural model (Wilson and Bachofen[6]) and from the energy analysis (Wilson[3]). 
except at the initial portion, around Vo, where it is plotted according to experimental data 
(Smith and Stamenovic[5]). It is assumed that f ( . ,  -y) ~ C ~ over ( Vo, Vm~.,). 
CONDITIONS FOR EQUIL IBRIUM AND STABILITY 
From Gibbs' notion, equilibrium configurations are those for which the total potential 
energy assumes a minimum. U,,. Let J,, ~ (I, Jm~,), which satisfies Eq. (I), denote an 
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equilibrium configuration for uniform expansion of the lung, Then the Euler-Lagrange 
condition holds: 
W'(J~) = const = P. (5) 
The prime denotes the derivative with respect to J. From Eq. (5) it follows that at equi- 
librium the recoil stress is homogeneous over Vo. 
An equilibrium configuration is stable if the difference ~ U = U - U, is greater than 
zero, neutrally stable if equal to zero and unstable if less than zero, where U is associated 
with any admissible configuration. For stability, it is necessary and sufficient that the 
Weierstrass condition holds: 
E(J, Je) -~ W(J) - W(J,,) - P(J - J~) >__ O, 
VJ ~ (1, Jmax) for which Eq. (I) holds, where E(., .) is the Weierstrass excessfttnction. 
For small disturbances with respect o the equilibrium configuration, condition (6) reduces 
tO 
W'(J,,) >_ O, (7) 
which is known as the Legendre condition. The Weierstrass condition implies that J,, is 
a point of convexity of W(.), while the Legendre condition is the sufficient condition for 
a local minimum of U and, hence, for pointwise stability. A point Jp is a point of convexity 
of W(.) if points of the graph W(J) lie above and/or on the tangent line drawn through 
W(J~ ). 
ANALYSES OF GRAPHS FOR W'(J) AND W(J) 
Graphical representations of the functions W'(J) and W(J) are obtained from the ap- 
pearance of the PV-curve in Fig. 1 and are given in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b). From the 
inspection of these graphs, it follows that 
(i) Condition (7) is satisfied everywhere in the domain (1, Jrn~)\(J~, J :)  and is violated 
inside the domain (J~, J:); 
(ii) W(-) is convex over the domain (I, Jt] U [J2, Jinx, x), and hence condition (6) holds 
in that domain. W(.) is nonconvex over (]~, J,_). and hence condition {6) does not hold 
there. 
From (i) and (ii) and conditions (5), (6) and (7), it follows that 
(a) There are no equilibrium configurations in the domain (J~, J2). 
(b) Equilibrium configurations in the domain (I, J~] U [J2, J .... ) are stable with respect 
to all disturbances. 
(c) Equilibrium configurations in the domain (J l , JJ] U [J:. J:) are stable only with 
respect to small disturbances. 
Therefore. the lung expands uniformly from Vo to V~ = fv,, J~ dv and from V. = fv,, 
J2 dv to Vm~ = fv,, Jm.~ dr. During uniform expansion from V, = fv,, J, dv to -VI and 
from V2 to V2 = fv,, J :  dv large disturbances with respect o equilibrium should be avoided, 
or the lung may become unstable. Equilibrium configurations between ~-m and V_. are not 
feasible. 
During experimental recordings of PV-curves. it is possible to achieve equilibrium at 
any volume V ~ (Vo, Vm~). However,  a particular form of nonhomogeneous deformation 
occurs at low lung volumes for all constant values of "/ > "Yet. Portions of the lung are 
more expanded then the rest of the lung, and no smooth transition exists between these 
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Fig. 2. Graphs of la) constitutive quation and (b) strain-energy function. 
phases. As volume increases, the more expanded phase spreads, engulfing less expanded 
sections, until the whole lung becomes homogeneously expanded. From there on, the 
lung continues to expand uniformly. The converse occurs during deflation. Similar phe- 
nomena of coexistence ofdifferent phases at equilibrium, known as the mixture of phases. 
have been observed in some other materials. One example is van der Waals' fluid with 
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the mixture of vapour and liquid phases. Recently. Ericksen[7] and James[8] reported 
studies on stability of elastic bars with a specific material response and showed that the 
mixture of phases occurred during uniaxial extension of the bars. In both cases, van der 
Waals' fluid and the elastic bars. the shape of the graphs of the constitutive quations is 
similar to the one given in Fig. 1. 
From the above experimental observations it follows that the assumption that J is 
homogeneous over Vo is not satisfactory for describing lung expansion for constant y > 
y~. Therefore, some kind of inhomogeneity of J over Vo should be allowed in order to 
describe the mixture of phases. Ericksen[7] and Fosdick[9] assume that the strain of 
extended bars is a piecewise continous function over the reference length of a bar, and 
hence by analogy, it is assumed that J(.) belongs to a class X of piecewise continous 
functions which map Vo into V such that Eq. (1) holds. This assumption can be roughly 
pictured as having different values of J over different portions of Vo such that the total 
volume V is the same as for homogeneous J. With this assumption, it can be shown that 
the lung is at equilibrium at any volume V ¢ (Vo, Vm~,~). The following theorems are 
essential for this: 
THEOREM 1. Let V/Vo ~ (I. J ..... ) be a point Qf super-convexity for W(.). Then J -= 
V/V, is the unique minimizer of U. 
Definition. J ,  is a point of super-convexity of W(.) if 
W(J,.) + (J -- J,.)W'(J,) < W(J); VJ ~ J~.; J, J ,  ~ (1, Jmax), (8) 
i.e. all points on the graph W(J) lie above the tangent line at W(J,). 
THEOREM 2. Let V/Vo be a point of nonconvexity for W(.) between J~ and J_,. Then 
a minimizer of U exists and is unique up to the rearrangement. It is given by 
j = ~[J, over ~.Vo, 
J2 over (l - X)Vo, (9) [ 
where 
J : -  V/Vo 
X = : X E (0, 1). (10) 
J: - Jl 
THEOREM 3. Assume that minimizer J(.) ~ × of U exists. Then everywhere in Vo where 
J(.) is continous it is necessary that the Euler-Lagrange condition, the Weierstrass con- 
dition and the Legendre condition hold. 
Theorems 1. 2 and 3 have been proven by Fosdick[9] for the case of bar extension. 
The steps for proving those theorems for the case of lung expansion are the same. and 
the proofs are not given in this paper. 
From Fig. 2(b). it follows that all points in the domain (1, Jr) U (J_,, Jm~) are the points 
of super-convexity for W(.), and hence and from theorems 1 and 3, it follows that the 
equilibrium configuration V/Vo ~ (1. J,) tO (J2, J,,~,~) is stable with respect o all distur- 
bances. The lung is uniformly expanded in this domain. Points WVo ~ (J,,  J_,) are points 
of nonconvexity for W(.), and from this and theorem 2. it follows that the minimizer for 
U is given by Eq. (9) with J~ = Jt and J: = J:. If the value for WVo is close to J~, then 
X--, 1 and most of the lung is expanded under J~-phase. and a small section is under J,_- 
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phase. As V/Vo increases. ,k decreases, until the entire lung becomes homogeneously 
inflated under J:-phase. For any ViWo ~ (JL. J:). U is minimized by a fixed pair {J~. j,}. 
and this is the meaning of the uniqueness up to the rearrangement, intuitively, one should 
expect that such configurations are neutrally stable, since any distribution of J~-phase 
and Jz-phase over Vo yields the same Umm. From Fig. 2(b). it follows that points !,l,'(j~l 
and 14/(jz) lie on the common tangent line I. Thus 1J,(J~) - (J: - J , )U,"i j~) = W(J, 1. 
and by the Weierstrass condition. E(J~. J:) = 0. which implies neutral stability. Also, 
from the Euler-Lagrange condition and from Fig. 2(b). w( j , )  = w'{J:) = /~. Thus, 
during the mixture of phases, the recoil stress is uniform throughout the lung and remains 
constant. 
In summary ,  the lung expands mtijbrm6"2i'om Vo to ~'~ and j i 'om f': to ~,'. . ... under a 
homogeneous  tretch V/'i/o, and it is stable with respect to all distttrbances. From ~]'~ to 
f':, the mixtttre o f  phases occurs. The phase distribution changes j i 'om dominant Jt-p/tase 
near VI, to dominant  Jz-p/tase near f',_. The recoil stress stays constant and ttni/orm as 
the htng e.vpands f rom ('i to ~'._ and t/to eqttilibriltm configm'ations are nezttra[lv stable. 
A graphical representation f the phase distribution during expansion from Vo to V ..... 
and the corresponding PV-curve are given in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). respectively. The phase 
distribution over I/o between f'~ and f', is drawn arbitrarily. 
ENERGY MODEL 
In this chapter, a physically more plausible, but mathematically ess rigorous, method 
is employed to analyse lung stability. It is assumed that at some stage of expansion the 
mixture of phases starts to form. At a given volume W, let ~,'~ and V, be volumes of the 
less expanded and more expanded sections, respectively, such that V = V~ + ~,':. Let 
each of these sections be uniformly expanded under the volume stretches Jt = V~/~,'o~ 
and J: = V2/Vo:. where Vo~ and Vo~ are corresponding reference volumes, and let the 
constitutive relation for each section be described by the PV-curve in Fig. 1. Then 
V,"~,', = ,kJi + l1 - X ) J  2 ,  ( t l i  
where ,x. ~ Vo~/Vo. ~ ~ (0, I). Equation (l l) reduces to an expression for ,\ given by Eq. 
(I0). 
The total potential energy is the sum of the total potential energies of the less expanded 
and more expanded sections: 
U = UI + U: = ,kVuW(JI) + (1 - k)VoW(J : ) .  (12) 
By substituting X from Eq. (10) into Eq. (11). it follows that 
J :  - ~ ' /G i  V /Vo  - Jt 
U - Vo~V(J~) + Vo~V(J2). (t3) 
J2 - Jt J2 - Jl 
The necessary condition for equilibrium is expressed as follows: For a given volume, what 
are J~ and J2 which minimize U? By applying this condition to Eq. (13). the following 
equations are obtained: 
c) U J2 -- V/Vo 
- VoW'(J~) + 
OJn J :  - J i  
OU V/Vo - Ji 
-- Vo W' (J-,) + 
O J2 J_~ - J j  
j , -  1//V o 
7J . -  Ji)" Vo[W(Ja) - W(J_:)] = O, 
V/Vo - Jl 
- ~  Vo[W(J,) - W(J:)] = O. 
(14) 
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It follows from Eq. (14) that 
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W'(Ji) = W'(J:) = P (15) 
and 
W(J2) - W(JI) 
P - = 0. (16) 
J2 -- Ji 
The sufficient condition for equilibrium is that the matrix [o:U/aJiOJj]. li. j = I, 2), is 
positive definite for J~ and J: for which Eqs. (15) and (16) are satisfied. From a routine 
calculation, it follows that at equilibrium, 
W'(JI) ~ 0 and W"(J2) ~ 0. (17) 
It follows from Eq. (15) that during the mixture of phases, the stress is uniform throughout 
the lung. Intuitively. this should be expected. Different sections of lung parenchyma com- 
municate via airways so that the pressure inside the lung and hence the pressure difference 
across the lung surface are homogeneous. Equation (16) is a condition for existence of a 
transition front which propagates quasistatically under pressure P during inflation or de- 
flation. If J~ and J_, are interpreted as volumes of the less expanded and more expanded 
sections, respectively, which have unit undeformed volumes, then as the transition front 
shifts to engulf the less expanded section, the change of volume is J_, - Jr. The work 
done by the propagating pressure P during the change of volume J: - J~ is equal to the 
change of the strain-energy (Chater and Hutchinson[10]): 
P( J2  - J i )  = W( J2)  - W(J i ) .  
Does there exist an equilibrium solution such that J~ @ J2? The existence of such a 
solution is asserted from the graphs of the constitutive quations of each phase given in 
Fig. 4. A solution of Eq. (16) may be obtained graphically from Fig. 4. Shaded areas P J: 
- W(J2) andP J ,  - W(J~) are equal when A-  = A- ,whereA-  andA-  are the areas 
indicated in the figure. From the well-known Maxwell's area rule, there is exactly one 
pair {Jl, J2}, J~ #- Jz, for which A-  = A- .  Thus {J~, J,_} is the solution for Eq. (16). It 
is easy to verify from Fig. 4 that for {Jr, J2}, both Eq. (15) and condition (17) hold. and 
hence {J~, J2} is the equilibrium solution. Equations (15) and (16) and the condition (17) 
are independent of V/Vo, and hence any l/TVo for which Eq. (II) holds yields the equi- 
librium solution. Let (//Vo and (//Vo denot_e any two such solutions. Since the stress P is 
uniform at equilibrium, W'(f//Vo) = W'(f//Vo) = j6. The strain-energy function is a po- 
tential. Thus 
f r,,j~.o w ' ( J )  d J  P(V/Vo V'IVo). W(V/Vo) - W(~i lVo)  = ..,Vo = - 
and by the Weierstrass condition (6), during the mixture of phases, the lung is neurtrally 
stable. 
Equilibrium configurations at which the lung is uniformly expanded may be viewed as 
a limiting case of the mixture of phases when I J-" - J, I ~ 0. Then, with a requirement 
that W(.) and W'(-) are sufficiently smooth, Eqs. (15) and (16) and condition (17) are 
satisfied. In this case, the lung expands uniformly along the portions of the PV-curve 
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Fig. 4. Graphs of constitutive equations for Jrphase and Jz-phase. 
which have a positive slope. It is easy to verify, by applying the Weierstrass condition 
(6) and with the aid of the Maxwelrs area rule, that the lung is stable with respect o all 
disturbances in the same domain as obtained from the analysis in the previous chapter. 
Also, by applying the Legendre condition (7) for pointwise stability, the same conclusions 
as in the previous chapter are reached. 
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DISCUSSION 
In this paper, atelectasis is viewed as a mixture of phases. Since effective alevolar 
surface area is reduced during atelectasis, gas exchange is impaired. One way to avoid 
the atelectatic state is to increase air volume in the atelectatic lung in order to exit from 
the domain where the mixture of phases exists and enter the domain in which the lung 
becomes uniformly expanded. There is no danger of "'blowing up" the lung as the air 
supply increases, since during the mixture of phases, lung volume changes at constant 
recoil stress. 
It is not clear from either analysis offered in this paper what the mechanism of the 
transition from uniformly inflated phase to the mixture of phases is. If disturbances around 
equilibrium configurations are small, does the lung expand uniformly up to the point where 
the PV-curve assumes a negative slope'? If each phase in the mixture is a state of uniform 
expansion, the one which is more expanded should have passed through the region with 
the negative slope. Does the lung then become unstable'? One possibility is that if dis- 
turbances around equilibrium are small, the lung expands uniformly beyond the point_J~ 
[Fig. 2(a)] at which the mixture of phases occurs. When the lung expansion reaches J~, 
a small portion of the lung continues to expand uniformly, passi__ng through the unstable 
region, until it reaches J,_, while the rest of the lung deflates to J~ and then reinflates to 
J~ such that the stress stays uniform during this process. As one portion of the lung expands 
between J~ and Js, the determinant det[0- U/oJioJj] < 0 and O-" U/OJ~ > 0, which represents 
a "'saddle" configuration, and U may have neither maximum nor minimum. However. 
since the section under J~-phase has larger volume, than the section under Js-phase, k ---, 
1, and hence 
.5U = ,kVoW"(Ji)(dJl iZ -- (1 - ~.)Vol+"'(J:)(dJ2): 
may be positive. Thus the instability which occurs in the smaller, more expanded section 
may be "stabi l ized" by the less expanded section, which has larger volume. 
It is natural that as it expands, the lung tends to maintain the most stable configurations. 
The lung expands uniformly only where it is stable with respect o all disturbances. Other- 
wise, the mixture of phases occurs and the lung is neutrally stable. The domain ~here 
the mixture of phases exists includes not only the region where the PV-curve has a negative 
slope, but also the regions where the lung is stable only with respect o small disturbances. 
It appears that the mixture of phases occurs wherever an instability may occur. Actually. 
during the mixture of phases, the level of the stored elastic energy is reduced by the 
amount of work done in propagating the transition front between the phases. Thus the 
mixture of phases has a stabilizing effect. 
The analyses of lung stability presented in this paper deals in fact with stability of lung 
parenchyma. Besides parenchyma, there are other structures in the lung. such as the 
pleural membrane which covers lung's surface. This membrane has the same fibrous 
structure as the parenchymal connective tissue and contributes about 20% of the total 
recoil stress during uniform expansion. The recoil stress due to the pleural membrane 
increases with volume, and hence the membrane, is a stabilizing element in the lung. By 
adding the recoil stress due to the membrane to the PV-curve given in Fig. 3{b), the 
horizontal portion of the curve takes a positive slope. This shape of the PV-curve conforms 
to the shape of recorded PV-curves. Other structural units, such as the airway system or 
the vascular tree, do not contribute significantly to lung recoil over a wide range of vol- 
umes. However,  during the initial steps of inflation, it is not been clear whether the shape 
of the PV-curve is mostly determined by parenchymal elasticit,~ or the airway system. 
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Another possible factor which affects lung stability may be the gravitational force. 
James[S] has shown that the presence of gravitational body forces as well as material 
inhomogeneities promote stability of extended bars. Further efforts may be directed to- 
wards analyzing how those factors affect lung stability. 
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